1 SUPER PAC FILED THE $ 50 MILLION DOLLAR TRANSACTION WITH STATWARE INC THAT ARE NOW UNDER THE SUPER PAC ONGOING INVESTIGATION UNDER THE UNLAWFUL ACTS BY STATWARE INC TO DAMAGE THE SUPER PAC DONATIONS.

2. THE SUPER PAC ABOVE INVESTIGATION SHOWS EVIDENCE PROVING THAT STATWARE LIED TO THE SUPER PAC IN THE RESOURCE NEEDED TO FUNDRAISE FOR THE $ 50 MILLION DOLLARS IN DONATIONS IN THE CONTRACT AND E MAILS IN THE PENDING ABOVE INVESTIGATION.

3. THE SUPER PAC FIRED AND CLAIMED LEGAL MAL PRACTICE AGAINST THE SUPER PAC LAW FIRM NAMED MINTZ FRAADE LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY. THE MINTZ FRAADE LAW FIRM CAUSED THE ABOVE $ 50 MILLION DOLLARS IN THE SUPER PAC DAMAGES WITH STATWARE INC.

THE SUPER PAC INVESTIGATIONS ABOVE ARE PROCEEDING WHEREBY FURTHER FILINGS MAY BE MADE HEREIN.